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Abstract

Starting in the 1990’s, the Internet started to be used for electronic commerce, including electronic
payment transactions using credit cards. The available technologies were advanced enough to allow
these transactions to happen, but they failed to incorporate security features to protect against
threats that were introduced in an Internet environment. Both, iKP and SET address these threats.
This paper gives a brief introduction on the iKP and SET protocols and compares the protocols at
a high level.

1 Introduction

While the Internet at first was developed as an aca-
demic communication medium, at the end of the
twentieth century a new usage scenario started to
emerge: electronic commerce. An entire electronic
commerce scenario might entail a buyer visiting the
website of a seller, viewing available products, mak-
ing a selection of products to form an order, query-
ing or even negotiating a total price for the trans-
action, performing a payment and delivery of the
ordered products. Except for the actual delivery
of goods, existing Internet technology at the time
allowed all of these steps to be performed.

However, the hostile nature of the Internet in-
troduces security threats when performing an elec-
tronic credit card payment that don’t exist when
performing the payment ‘in person’. In particu-
lar, exchanging transaction information over a pub-
lic network like the Internet allows adversaries to
eavesdrop or even alter the message flow. The com-
puter environment also allows attackers to selec-
tively filter interesting message and to automate the
process of initiating fraudulent transactions. Sev-
eral electronic payment transaction protocols were
developed to secure transactions against these new
threats. An overview of the protocols that were
developed in this period can be found in [1].

Three of these are 1KP, 2KP and 3KP, which
together make up the iKP protocol set [2][3] de-
signed by IBM in 1995. All iKP protocols follow
a common message flow, but with a different level
of security. In fact, the number i ∈ 1, 2, 3 in the
protocol name denotes the number of parties that
need a keypair.

Based on the iKP protocol set, MasterCard and
VISA have jointly developed the SET Secure Elec-

tronic Transaction protocol [4] and released a spec-
ification in 1997. The SET protocol is based on the
iKP protocol set, augmented with additional mes-
sages to allow the protocol to be used in a broader
set of usage scenarios.

1.1 Credit card payments

In a classic credit card payment model, a buyer
opens an account with an issuing bank and receives
a credit card that allows buyer identification during
payment transactions. Likewise, a seller opens an
account with an acquiring bank. During a payment
transaction, the buyer presents the credit card to
the seller, that creates a payment slip containing
the credit card number of the buyer and the amount
of money the transaction encompasses. The buyer
signs the payment slip to authorize the transaction
and returns it to the seller that stores it in a secure
place.

Periodically, the seller forwards a bundle of
stored payment slips to his acquiring bank. For
each payment slip, the acquiring bank will contact
the respective issuing bank to perform the trans-
action clearing, which means that the issuer debits
the specified amount from the account of the buyer
and the acquirer credits the account of the seller
with the same amount.

A modern model changes the method of autho-
rization from the buyer. In the classic model, this
authorization is performed by placing a signature
on the payment slip. In the modern model, an elec-
tronic device reads a magnetic stripe on the credit
card and requests the buyer to enter a secret PIN.
The device is capable to verify the correctness of the
entered PIN using the information on the magnetic
stripe.
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1.2 Overview

After this short introduction on the topic, chapters
2 and 3 will respectively introduce the iKP proto-
col set and the SET protocol, outlining the design
goals and main protocol requirements; these chap-
ters also briefly introduce the message flows of the
protocols. Chapter 4 will compare the three iKP
protocols amongst each other. A comparison be-
tween SET and iKP will be presented in chapter 5.
The paper will finish with a conclusion.

2 iKP

The iKP protocol set assumes the credit card pay-
ment model introduced in section 1.1 and describes
what messages must be transferred between the
buyer and the seller and between the seller and
his acquiring bank to meet certain security require-
ments. iKP makes use of the existing financial net-
work to perform clearing between acquirers and is-
suers.

Several security requirements are described in
chapter IV of [3]. Summarized, iKP was designed
to provide:

• proof of transaction authorization by the
buyer, the seller and the acquirer;

• the impossibility of unauthorized payments;

• certification and authentication of the seller;
and

• a receipt from the seller for the buyer.

In an iKP transaction, the number i represents
the number of parties that have a public certificate.
For 1KP, only the acquirer has a keypair, that al-
lows messages to the acquirer to be encrypted and
allows the acquirer to sign messages that it returns.
In 2KP, also the seller has a keypair and in 3KP all
parties have a keypair.

Before an iKP protocol transaction starts, the
buyer and seller are assumed to have an agree-
ment on a description about the order and the total
amount for payment. From that point, the buyer
and seller can start the iKP message flow, depicted
in figure 1. The messages are described in detail
in chapter V of [3], the following description is a
simplified summary.
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Quantities occuring in all three protocols:

SALTB Random number generated by B. Used to salt DESC and thus ensure privacy of order information
(DESC) on the S to A link; also used to provide freshness of signatures (SigS and SigA).

AUTHPRICE Amount and currency.

DATE Seller’s date/time stamp, used for “coarse-grained” payment replay protection

NONCES Seller’s nonce (random number) used for more “fine-grained” payment replay protection

IDS Seller id. This identifies seller to acquirer.

TIDS Transaction ID. This is an identifier chosen by the seller which uniquely identifies the context.

DESC Description of purchase/goods, and delivery address. Includes payment information such as
credit card name, bank identification number, and currency. Defines agreement between buyer
and seller as to what is being paid for in this payment transaction.

BAN Buyer’s Account Number (e.g., credit card no.).

EXPIRATION Expiration date associated with Buyer’s Account Number.

RB Random number chosen by buyer to form IDB. It must be random (not just unique) in order to
serve as proof to the buyer that the seller agreed to the payment.

IDB A buyer pseudo-ID which computed as IDB = Hk(RB , BAN).

RESPCODE Response from the clearing network: YES/NO or authorization code.

Quantities occuring in some of the protocols:

PIN Buyer PIN which, if present, can optionally be used in 1KP and 2KP to enhance the security.

SALTC Random number used to salt the account number in the buyer’s certificate.

V Random number generated by seller in 2KP and 3KP for use as a proof that seller has accepted
payment (i.e., to bind Confirm and Invoice messages).

VC Random number generated by seller in 2KP and 3KP for use as proof that seller has not accepted
payment i.e., to bind negative Confirm/Cancel and Invoice messages.

Fig. 3

Definitions of atomic fields used in iKP protocols

Buyer
(ST-INFB)

Seller
(ST-INFS)

Acquirer
(ST-INFA)

−−− Initiate−−−−−−−−−−−−→
←−−− Invoice−−−−−−−−−−−−
−−−

Payment
−−−−−−−−−−−−→

−
Auth-Request
−−−−−−−−−−−→
←−
Auth-Response
−−−−−−−−−−−−

←−−− Confirm−−−−−−−−−−−−
←−Goods and Services−−−−−−−−−−

Fig. 4

Framework of iKP protocols

Figure 1: iKP message flow.

The “Initiate” message informs the seller that
the buyer wants to start an iKP transaction. The
seller responds with a “Invoice” message, transmit-
ting his identity and transaction identification val-
ues to the buyer. Both messages also contain a
nonce to prevent replay attacks. The buyer ver-
ifies the identity of the seller and creates a slip,
containing the price, his credit card details and a
hash value computed over all relevant values. The
slip is encrypted with the public encryption key of
the acquirer and transmitted to the seller using the
“Payment” message.

At this point, the seller requests authorization
from the acquirer, by forwarding the encrypted slip
to the acquirer, together with the transcation iden-
tification values it sent in the “Invoice” message and
a hash value computed over the same values as the
buyer did when creating the slip. The acquirer ex-
tracts these values, decrypts the slip from the buyer
and computes the hash value over the received val-
ues. The acquirer verifies that the three hash values
are equals to ensure that the buyer and seller agree
on the transaction and that the received values are
the ones that are intended by both parties.

When everything checks out, the acquirer per-
forms the transaction clearing with the issuer. The
result of the clearing process is signed using the
private sigining key of the acquirer and sent to the
seller using the “Auth-Response” message and is
forwarded to the buyer using the “Confirm” mes-
sage. The signature makes sure that both the buyer
and the seller are certain that the transaction was
authorized by the acquirer.

For a more detailed description of the message
flow and an analysis of how the protocol meets
the security requirements, the reader is invited to
study chapter V of [3]. The described message flow
is common for all iKP protocols. The 2KP and
3KP protocols introduce additional signatures in
the messages; these are described in section 4.

3 SET

The SET Secure Electronic Transaction protocol is
a payment transaction protocol, that incorporates
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a broad range of features, including electronic pay-
ment, credit processing for returned or defective
goods, separation of authorization and capture pro-
cessing, split payment, installment and recurring
payments. The short introduction in this section
will only focus on electronic payment. The inter-
ested reader is referred to book 2 of [4].

The protocol assumes the credit card payment
model, introduced in section 1.1 and describes the
message flow between buyer (called cardholder in
SET), seller (called merchant) and acquirer and
prescribes communication requirements for manag-
ing the PKI involved in a SET system. SET makes
use of the existing financial network to perform
clearing between acquirers and issuers.

In [4], book 1, sections 2.1 and 2.2 and [4], book
2, part I, chapter 2, section 1, several security re-
quirements are described. Summarized, the secu-
rity requirements of SET are to provide:

• confidentiality of payment information;

• authentication of the cardholder, the mer-
chant and the payment gateway; and

• integrity of protocol messages;

In a SET transaction, at least the payment gate-
way and the merchant have a certificate with a key-
pair. Optionally, the cardholder also has a certifi-
cate with keypair. SET describes the structure of
the PKI involved in [4], book 2, part II, including
certificate management details, like how parties can
obtain certficates from a CA.

SET can be used in several different ways, de-
pending on preferences of cardholder and merchant.
The message flow summary in this section only in-
troduces a basic payment scenario, as depicted in
figure 2.

Book 2: Programmer’s Guide SET Secure Electronic Transaction Specification
Page 302 May 31, 1997

Version 1.0

Payment Flow, continued

Protocol
summary

Figure 27 below shows a typical example of a purchase protocol flow.  Optional messages
are written in italics.

Cardholder
Acquirer 
Payment
Gateway

Merchant

PInitReq

PInitRes

PReq

AuthReq

AuthRes

PRes

CapReq

CapRes

Figure 27: Purchase Protocol Flow

Basic purchase
flow

Figure 1 is the basic purchase flow, with the Merchant choosing to request authorization and
capture after purchase confirmation, and with initial messages to perform full initialization.

Continued on next page

Figure 2: Basic SET message flow. Italic message
names indicate optional message.

The messages “PInitReq” and “PInitRes” are
used to exchange certificates and nonces. They are
optional, but a cardholder risks having out-of-date
certificate data and reduces the protection against
replay attacks if he chooses to omit this step. To
start the actual transaction, the cardholder sends
a “PReq” message, that consists of an Order Infor-
mation (OI) and a Payment Instruction (PI). The
OI is meant for the merchant and allows him to ver-
ify that the cardholder agrees on the order. The PI
is encrypted under the public key of the payment
gateway, such that the merchant is unable to read
it.

Now, the merchant forwards the encrypted PI to
the payment gateway using an “AuthReq” message,
requesting authorization for the payment trans-
action. The acquirer communicates with the is-
suer using the existing financial network to obtain
authorization for the transaction. In SET, this
doesn’t mean that the transaction actually occurs
and that clearing is performed; this may be post-
poned to a later moment. However, the merchant
may include a capture request in the “AuthReq”
message to request the clearing process to be per-
formed directly. The payment gateway responds
with a “AuthRes” message to notify the merchant
about the result of the authorization request. The
merchants forwards the result to the cardholder us-
ing a “PRes” message. If the merchant didn’t in-
clude a capture request in the “AuthReq” message,
an additional “CapReq” / “CapRes” message pair
is exchanged to request capturing of the payment.

If the cardholder has a keypair, he creates a
dual signature for the OI and PI to be included in
the “PReq” message. The dual signature is made
from H(H(OI) ||H(PI)), where H is the SHA-1
hash function and || the concatenation operator.
Although only the merchant will receive OI and
only the payment gateway is able to extract PI,
the cardholder sends H(PI) to the merchant in the
“PReq” message and the merchant sends H(OI) to
the payment gateway in the “AuthReq” message, so
they can both verify the dual signature. A payment
gateway may reject requests that are not signed by
the cardholder.

4 iKP protocols comparison

As already mentioned in chapter 2, the main differ-
ence between the protocols in the iKP protocol set
is the number of parties in a transaction that have a
keypair and certificate. The result of this difference
creates a balance between ease of implementation
and meeting more security requirements.

In the 1KP protocol, only the acquirer has a
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certificate. Although this results in meeting only a
small subset of the security requirements, the de-
signers argumented that the protocol can find a
good use in a transitional phase, before a full de-
ployment of 2KP or 3KP. The acquirer produces a
digital signature for the “Auth-Response” message,
which is forwarded in the “Confirm” message, so
both the buyer and the seller can verify the trans-
action authorization given by the acquirer.

Using the 1KP protocol, no proof is generated
that the merchant has authorized the transaction.
Authorization from the buyer is only verified by
presenting his credit card number to the acquirer
and optionally a secret PIN. This doesn’t form a
undeniable proof, as the credit card number might
be known to other parties, for example to another
seller that has performed a transaction with this
buyer in a real life setting, not using the iKP pro-
tocol set. The secret PIN is a weak proof, as it
has only a limited entropy and may be even more
guessable if it has been chosen by the buyer.

Besides the acquirer, in the 2KP protocol also
the seller has a keypair and certificate. The 2KP
protocol augments the “Invoice” message — intro-
duced in chapter 2 — with a signature, allowing
the buyer to authenticate the seller. The “Auth-
Request” message sent to the acquirer is also aug-
mented with a signature, giving the acquirer proof
of transaction authorization by the seller.

The 2KP protocol still doesn’t provide unde-
niable proof of transaction authorization from the
buyer, but it does provide this from the seller.
Although implementing the 2KP protocol requires
more effort from the seller, it allows buyers to au-
thenticate sellers, which might in turn lead to more
trust in the protocol and therefore a better public
acceptance.

In a 3KP protocol setting, the acquirer, the
seller and the buyer all have a certificate. With re-
spect to the 2KP protocol, 3KP augments both the
“Payment” and “Auth-Requeset” messages with a
signature from the buyer. This means that both the
acquirer and the seller obtain undeniable proof of
transaction authorization from the buyer. In fact,
only the 3KP protocol meets all requirements that
are defined for the iKP protocol set.

A difficult problem with a 3KP protocol deploy-
ment is the fact that every buyer has a keypair and
must securely store a private key. The problem lies
in the fact that most users of such a system are
no security experts and might not know how to ac-
complish this correctly. Tamper-resistant hardware
modules might be used to reduce these risks.

Figure 3 summarizes the security requirements
that individual iKP protocols meet.
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TABLE I

Comparison of the iKP payment protocols. A requirement marked by
√

is satisfied but not disputable (weak), while
√√

indicates that the requirement is satisfied based on undeniable proof (strong) providing non-repudiation and disputability.

REQUIREMENTS/PROTOCOLS 1KP 2KP 3KP
Issuer/Acquirer
A1. Proof of Transaction Authorization by Buyer

√ √ √√
A2. Proof of Transaction Authorization by Seller

√√ √√
Seller
S1. Proof of Transaction Authorization by Acquirer

√√ √√ √√
S2. Proof of Transaction Authorization by Buyer

√√
Buyer
B1. Unauthorized Payment is Impossible

√ √ √√
B2. Proof of Transaction Authorization by Acquirer

√√ √√ √√
B3. Certification and Authentication of Seller

√√ √√
B4. Receipt from Seller

√√ √√

is different in each transaction and unlinkable across trans-
actions. The buyer’s payment activity is thus unlinkable
and untraceable. 3KP clearly leaks identity information
through the use of buyer certificates. However, through
the use of pseudonyms, buyers can remain anonymous, if
not unlinkable.

Order privacy against eavesdroppers can be attained by
employing a secure communication protocol (e.g., [3], [4]).
Alternatively, the iKP protocols themselves could be ex-
tended to provide this type of protection. Since iKP aims
at credit card-like payments, no anonymity against the pay-
ment system is provided.

As shown in the next section, the iKP protocols can be
easily extended to support batch processing of payments
from the same buyer by the seller and/or to guarantee
(block) payment amounts as commonly done, for exam-
ple, in the case of hotel or car rentals payments. Another
avenue for extensions are micro-payments: the relatively
high cost of credit card transactions makes iKP unsuitable
for payments of very small amounts. However, Hauser et
al. [22] show how iKP can be extended to support micro-
payments efficiently without sacrificing strong multi-party
security.5

The iKP protocols were implemented at the IBM Zürich
Research Lab in early 1996. The implementation and de-
ployment of the resulting system, referred to as ZiP (Zürich
iKP Prototype), is described in the next section.

VI. ZiP: Implementation and Deployment

A. Protocol scenarios

The payment authorization core of the ZiP implementa-
tion is formed by the 2KP and 3KP protocols described in
the previous section. Additional functionality was added
during the implementation phase following the requests of
the target user community. The actual ZiP protocol suite
includes four protocol scenarios:

5Note that most other micro-payment protocols such as Milli-
cent [23] and NetBill [24] gain their efficiency through the use of
shared-key cryptosystems and therefore require complete trust in the
payment system provider.

1. Payment Authorization (2KP and 3KP augmented
with cancellation option)

2. Separate Payment Clearance (Capture)6

3. Refunds

4. Inquiry

B. Payment Authorization

ZiP payment authorization consists of the basic payment
scenario described in Section V and Figure 5. The ZiP
implementation (Figure 6) is augmented with an optional
Cancel flow (carrying the seller’s cancellation commitment
V C) which is used by the seller if he decides, for whatever
reason, not to go ahead with the authorization request.
RESPCODE, in this case, is set by the seller rather than
by the acquirer.

The ZiP protocols were also augmented with a number of
timestamps enabling efficient replay detection and transac-
tion lifetime management: the acquirer sets a timestamp
of authorization in AUTHTIME; and the seller specifies
an invoice expiration INVOICEEXP. In addition, ZiP al-
lows for optional data, OPTSIGZ , which is not carried in
iKP flows, to be included in the signatures (see also Sec-
tion VI-F).

The variable PFLAGS contains a number of protocol
flags set jointly by buyer and seller:
• PFLAGS:SIG B - Buyer’s signature SigB present in
Payment and Auth-Request.
This option is set by the buyer but must be fixed for a
given buyer-account combination. In other words, a buyer
who has the ability to generate signatures must always do
so. However, it is ultimately the acquirer’s responsibility
to make sure that a buyer with signature capability always
uses PFLAGS:SIG B.
A seller can refuse to issue an Invoice if it is the seller’s
policy to always require SigB and the buyer is not able to
provide it.

6The terms ”clearance” and ”capture” are used interchangeably
throughout this paper.

Figure 3: Comparison between iKP protocols.

5 SET compared to iKP

A very important difference between the iKP pro-
tocol set and the SET protocol, is the fact that the
iKP protocol set is designed with only the scenario
of a single payment transaction, while the SET pro-
tocol is designed for a much broader range of sce-
narios. For example, the specification includes the
following scenarios that are not present in the iKP
protocol set:

Credit processing to return money when the
cardholder returns the goods;

Split payment to split a single order into multi-
ple transactions, e.g. when some goods are
delivered immediately, while others have to
be back-ordered;

Recurring payments that allow a cardholder to
authorize a merchant to periodically capture
a certain amount of money, like a monthly
phone or internet fee; and

Installment to allow a number of successive pay-
ments to settle the total amount.

When focussing on the differences in the basic
electronic payment transaction scenario, it is in-
teresting to notice that in a SET protocol setting,
the payment gateway and merchant always have a
keypair and certificate, but for the cardholder this
is optional. This compares very well to 2KP and
3KP. However, 2KP and 3KP are two distinct pro-
tocols, so all parties must either agree on using 2KP
— such that no cardholder has a keypair — or on
using 3KP — such that all cardholders have a key-
pair — while SET allows a mixed situation, where
some cardholders do, but others don’t have a key-
pair. Payment gateways may decide to reject any
payment from a cardholder without certificate.

For all protocols, a PKI must be available. In
the case of 1KP, this can be a very simple one,
but for 2KP, 3KP and SET it need to be organized
better. The iKP protocol set only describes certain
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requirements that the PKI must meet, but the SET
specification prescribes exactly how it must be or-
ganized. The SET specification also describes mes-
sages to allow merchants and cardholders to com-
municate with a Certificate Authority for certificate
management.

This kind difference can also be found in other
aspects of the specifications. For example, the spec-
ification for iKP doesn’t make any definite choices
for cryptographic algorithms to use, but instead
gives a list of requirements that an algorithm must
meet, together with an example selection. However,
the designers have made specific algorithm choices
for a protocol demonstration (called the Zürich iKP
Prototype, see [3]). In the SET specification, a se-
lection has already been made.

When looking at the actual message flow of this
scenario, a very obvious difference is that the SET
protocol allows the merchant to split requesting au-
thorization from the payment gateway and request-
ing the actual money capture. The choice to do so
is for the merchant, as SET allows him to request
capturing in the “AuthReq” message. The iKP
protocols always combine authorization and cap-
ture request. Typically, the merchant agrees with
his acquirer on a transaction fee, that is a small
percentage of the transaction amount, a fixed fee
or both, often with discounts when money captures
are processed in large batches. Therefore, the SET
protocol allows the merchant to request authoriza-
tion during communication with the cardholder, so
he can be sure that he will receive the payment,
and postpone the capture request to bundle it in a
daily payment capture batch.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents the iKP protocol set and the
SET protocol. All protocols are based on the credit

card payment model, incorporating electronic pay-
ments over a public network, like the Internet. The
main difference between the protocols in the iKP
protocol set is the number of parties in a transac-
tion that have a keypair and certificate, resulting
in a different balance between meeting security re-
quirements and ease of deployment.

The SET protocol differs from 2KP and 3KP,
in that it incorporates a broader range of usage
scenarios and is more real-life oriented than iKP;
it exactly describes how the PKI is organized, how
the parties in a SET transaction communicate with
a Certifying Authority to manage their certificates
and it prescribes which cryptographic algorithms
are used.
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